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Press release

www.Solepark.de - New Internet presence with complex real-time-3D-world
and e-learning area.

On 9 November the new Internet presence was handed over and taken in enterprise to the 
SOLEPARK Schönbeck/Bad Salzelmen in the presence of the minister of economics of Saxony-Anhalt,
Mr. Dr. Rehberger, the lord mayor of Schönbeck/Elbe, Mr. Hans-Jürgen Haase, as well as the 
project participants.

The new Web portal of the oldest sole therapeutic bath in Germany combines a whole row of
different medium formats, in order to address old, new and future groups of visitors and to awake
interest in the SOLEPARK.

Beside the extension of the content-offer and the redesign of the classical 2D-range there is a
special highlight: a vrml-based real-time-3D-clone of the spa gardens area.
During his passage the visitor can take a look at the detail-faithfully copied, partially
historical buildings. There, the visitor receives both the information of the 2D-range to his current
position 
and explanations by a virtual audio-guide. The navigation in the 3D-World

can be done with mouse or keyboard, by an outline map of the park or as
 led route over
 navigation
buttons. By the use of "BS Contact VRML/X3D" of Bitmanagement 
as viewer, a highly performing 

representation could    be    reached    for       unusually    
complex      3D-scenery      in        online        applications.


Additionally an e-learning area was integrated, which is addressed particularly to teachers and 
pupils. In it, subjects are arranged to different parts of 
instruction directly in line with 
standard usage to
 and around the
 topic "SOLEPARK". 
Beyond that, the SOLEPARK offers also project 

days in the spa gardens to teachers and pupils. 

For children starting from 8 years the 3D-educational game "Adventure: Saline" was developped. 
It shifts the player back into the Solepark of the 18. century, where he has the task to produce and
to sell salt. At this, the player must grapple itself with some classical problems of production, 
how about broken gear wheels or fires. The play can be downloaded on SOLEPARK's website for free.

In a developmental period of nine months, the online presence and a DVD, which contains
additionally material and an animated film to the spa gardens, were realized by ITnB and SBSK. 
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Links to the article:

Solepark Schönebeck/Bad Salzelmen www.solepark.de
ITnB-Development, Potsdam www.itnb-development.de
SBSK, Schönebeck www.sbsk.de
Bitmanagement Software GmbH                  www.bitmanagement.de

Screenshots (packed archives in the Rar format)

VRML-World: www.itnb-development.de/download/solepark_vrml.rar
Renderings: www.itnb-development.de/download/solepark_renderings.rar
Game: www.itnb-development.de/download/abenteuer_saline.rar

Information to the enterprise:

ITnB development is a medium enterprice in Potsdam (Germany), whose core competence lies
particularly in the range of 
3D-visualization productions and interactive 3D-applications, in connection

with realistic physics models. Closer information of the enterprise under www.itnb-development.de 

ITnB-Development GbR
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